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Summary of changes to PICASTAR

http://www.m0rjd.co.uk/Second-Mixer.html

http://www.m0rjd.co.uk/if2-tx-path.html#not_in_my_tx

Although the STAR as a whole works well without this attention, it is likely (but not

inevitable) that purging it of obvious and correctable defects and deficiencies will

improve things. I have a personal opportunity to address any such things as I feel

necessary now, while I am constructing my ComboSTAR before it is all shielded and

cased.
Bob

The list of modifications I now have incorporated is detailed below. Reference numbers

are for ComboSTAR but the same modifications are applicable to other PICASTAR

PCB’s.

Receive-only path:
• Add 1nF NP0 5% across R620 to provide a further pole of rolloff,

• Change C633 from 220nF to 10uF to avoid operating below the low -3dB cutoff,

• Change the 'T' pad back to 82R-100R-82R 1% (5% would suffice) to give roughly

the original path attenuation whilst regaining a 50R path (the original values were

470-100-82R, so only the input resistor is changed). See note below,

• Change CZ3 from 1uF electrolytic to 10uF ceramic to avoid operating at low -3dB

cutoff.
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Detail schematic:

Below is VK3PE’s implementation of the changes.
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Parts required:

Value QTY Farnell

330uH  5% 1 608579

680uH 5% 2 608592

100nF 5% NPO 3 8820210

10uF ceramic 3 1762635

1nF NPO 1

82R 1

Transmit-only path:
• Replace C632 (220nF) with 2.2uF or 10uF ceramic in series with 47R to avoid

operating at the low -3dB point and to give a properly defined source-resistance

for the filter.

• Change Tx buffer, alter two and add 4 resistors to give linear gain, no -ve peak

clipping, no crossover distortion, no chance of thermal runaway. R604 & R615

both change to 3k9; see text for remaining changes, which provide Class AB

biassing to minimise distortion & prevent thermal problems; Class AB is

recommended but optional.

• parallel a 5k6 over R631 to correct the biassing on the Bus Switch to avoid +ve

peak clipping & non-linearity.

(Note: Ref numbers below are not the same as PICASTAR)
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Parts required:

Value QTY Farnell #

10R 2

3k9 1

62R  (56R ok) 2

5k6 1

Implementation of the Tx mod. Emitter resistors used are very small 1/8th W types,

possibly not available. Could use SMD parts, if stood on end but possibly more fragile.

Common path to Rx & Tx:
• Remove redundant C631 coupling capacitor and fit 330uH 5% axial choke

delicately to the pads,

• Change C651 for two 100nF 5% NP0 ceramic caps in parallel. See notes for

Farnell part,

• Remove C639 completely,

• Change RFC612 from 330uH to 680uH 5% (I used 2 of 330uH in series for

expedience).

• Change C638 from 10nF to 100nF X7R [e.g. Farnell 1740665] (or NP0 as above),

better to align termination of high & low arms.

Refer to schematic at top of page.  (Ref numbers refer to Combo PICaSTAR version.)
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Component Notes:

• It is wise to measure your inductors (680uH and 330uH) to verify that they

really are within 5%. I have seen marked inductors whose marked value was

purely advisory, with an actual value grossly different to that marked. So far the

worst has been +30% on a marked 10% inductor. Cheap Chinese parts need

checking! I used Farnell Epcos parts 608579 (330uH 5%) and 608592 (680uH

5%) which were within 5%.

• The C651 capacitors are specified as 100nF NP0 5% [e.g. Farnell 8820210].

These are costly, but other dielectrics are not suitable for this position. Even if

you select from X7R types, the temperature coefficient and dielectric losses

are poor.

• The 10uF ceramics (e.g Farnell 1762635 Murata 10uF 16V 10%) could be replaced

with electrolytics, even 4u7 if absolutely essential, but I can see no reason why

you would choose to do this. The dielectric is less important since these are not

part of a resonant circuit.

'PI' Pad alterations:

If the pot RV604 does not give enough signal at minimum resistance, preferably re-

calculate the PI network values for less attenuation, or you can increase RZ3 (not RZ1)

for higher level. Do not alter for higher level than necessary, which would worsen

distortion and intermodulation in TR603. The output level pot RV604 should preferably

be near (but not at) the minimum resistance end when the IF setup is complete.

That's it!   Not too bad really.

Bob,  M0RJD

2nd July, 2010

This is a tabular list of pulldown resistors on PICASTAR ComboBOARD bus

switches,

Showing both new values and recommended shunt resistors to use over

existing components.
The chosen values maximise dynamic range whilst avoiding the cutoff region of the FETs

I have allowed for the signal to swing slightly below 0V which is OK until it hits clamp

diodes.

For 1.35V bias on 5V supply, symmetrical swing is +-1.6V, 3.2Vpp.

Above 2.8V the FET on-resistance is becoming too high in 50R path, especially with TI devices (10R).

THESE VALUES ARE RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY. Use at your own risk. E&OE
See http://www.m0rjd.co.uk/bus-switches.html  for background information

NOTE: Sheets 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 13 and 16 do not include bus switches.
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Area Sheet Resistor Replacement Or

Shunt

MR 8 R520 810R 1k2

MR 8 R513 810R 1k2

MR 8 R522 810R 1k2

MR 8 R510 1k0 1k8 Vcc is 6v2, so bias is 2v0 for reasonble symmetry

allowing swing of 4.6Vpp

BPF 10 R1102 3k6 5k6

BPF 10 R1104 3k6 5k6

BPF 10 R1202 3k6 5k6

BPF 10 R1204 3k6 5k6

BPF 10 R1302 3k6 5k6

BPF 10 R1304 3k6 5k6

BPF 11 R1402 3k6 5k6

BPF 11 R1404 3k6 5k6

BPF 11 R1502 3k6 5k6

BPF 11 R1504 3k6 5k6

BPF 11 R1602 3k6 5k6

BPF 11 R1604 3k6 5k6

BPF 12 R1702 3k6 5k6

BPF 12 R1704 3k6 5k6

BPF 12 R1802 3k6 5k6

BPF 12 R1804 3k6 5k6

BPF 12 R1902 3k6 5k6

BPF 12 R1904 3k6 5k6

IF       14 R622 3k6 5k6

IF 14 R631 3k6 5k6

IF 14 R624 3k6 5k6

IF 14 R625 REMOVE

IF 14 R626 REMOVE

MIXADAPTE

R

15 RZ8 810R 1k2

M0RJD, 1st July

2010
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DDS Modifications
Refer to http://www.m0rjd.co.uk/LO.html#Is_anyone_actually_doing_this

Introduction and changes

Many STAR constructors have suffered from low LO output, which results in the H-

Mode mixer drive circuit (squarer) self-oscillating either during LO signal transitions or,

at worst, continuously.

It is generally accepted that a level of +7dBm into the 50R input of the squarer is

needed for satisfactory operation. My LO, built to the published design on Glenn

VK3PE's excellent ComboSTAR PCB, only produced +3dBm at the high frequency end of

range (10m band), so I looked for solutions to the Yahoo! "homebrew-radios" discussion

group.

After considerable thought and calculations, it was decided that changing the DDS

filter imperdance from 200R to 50R should do the trick.  Refer to the web page link

above for full details.

The balun core out of the DDS (TT1 in Combo) must also be altered but basically it now

has less turns on the secondary. This is what you get with a 3+3:3t balun istead of the

original 3+3:6t, ie 3 less secondary turns.

Results:
After changing the balun and filter, without restoring the original amplifier circuit, the

amplifier happily delivered over 2.25Vpp, in excess of +11dBm right up to the filter

cutoff frequency of 45MHz, with +13.5dBm (3Vpp) at lower frequencies.
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Recommendation

My recommendation to anyone newly building STAR is to use the method I have

described in order to greatly improve the LO output level. Others may not wish to

rebuild the DDS filter on a working STAR; it doesn't make sense to do so (if it ain't

broke don't fix it). The changes affect only component values; no extra parts are

needed and every component already has a place on the existing layout. The increase in

LO output easily exceeds the target +7dBm, even having takes steps to reduce it (a

thing that not a lot of recent STAR builders need to do!). I have shown why the earlier

AD9850/9851 designs gave more LO output due to the DDS output architecture having

no source matching, and explained why this architecture is not safe with the AD9951.

The changes to the filter easily improve the LO output and are in no way a disadvantage

to anyone using the AD9951. The new filter is neither needed nor recommended for use

with the earlier DDS (AD9850) which has a maximum clock rate of 125MHz. AD9951

users could increase the clock to as much as 180MHz (5V supply), which would allow the

new filter to be used, but it already provides higher output and the change is not

required. New builders will automatically use AD9951, if only because of its better DAC

(14-bit rather than 10-bit) and should seriously consider using the 50R filter in order to

completely avoid LO amplitude problems.

Of course, if you are unlucky and do not get any benefit from this filter change, then

although I will listen to what you say I can't do any more than that. Your mileage may

vary. But  let me know what results you get!

Bob
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APPENDIX:

This section will (eventually) have copies of the modified schematics, so you have a a

single document for the changes.

For now, please refer to the web page links in this document.


